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            Abstract
IN view of attention recently directed to the taxonomic position of Oreopithecus among primates, as a result of new discoveries by HÃ¼rzeler1 and Butler and Mills2, a re-analysis of possible affinities of Oreopithecus with Apidium, from early Oligocene deposits of the Fayum, Egypt, seems desirable. Two fundamental points regarding this small Egyptian genus have been largely overlooked in recent literature on primate phylogeny. These are: first, that ranking Apidium as a primate is still justifiable, and second, that (among primates) its greatest resemblances are to Oreopithecus (Fig. 1). As both these assessments depend on partly qualitative taxonomic judgments, either may continue to be debated. In the following account the bases for these two conclusions are briefly outlined.
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